Time To Look Back: Moments In Motorcycle Racing (Volumes 1 & 2)

Time To Look Back is an insiders look into
the people and machines that make
professional motorcycle roadracing the
colorful and dramatic high stakes sport that
it is. A unique, limited edition, two volume
set of 800 pages total, with over 1000 color
photographs compiled from over 75 races
in the last dozen years by professional
photographer, Alan J. Sessarego. Many
photographs
with
actual
facsimile
autographs of the rider featured in the
photo. The bikes, the mechanics, the riders,
the girls, the action, a comprehensive look
at the many facets which comprise the
sport. NOT available at bookstores!
Hundreds sold at $75 per set, now
REDUCED in price for a limited time, to
finance publication of Volume 3. YOU
ARE GETTING BOTH VOLUMES 1 & 2
for $55.00! Check my website: www.
alanjsessarego.com to see more book
details!
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